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Visual 1 

This is the new and improved home page for City Tech. Throughout its creation 

process, I decided to use other college websites home page for inspiration, 
including Gustavus Adolphus College and Buffalo State.  

I created the home page with top-down information architecture because it 

appeared frequently on other college websites. With top-down information 

architecture, my website anticipates questions users may have while browsing 
it. These questions include:  

 “Where am I?” (The City Tech logo and name answers this) 

 “How can I get in contact?” (The footer, menu, and Facebook section 
answers this) 

 “How do I get around this site?” (The menu and footer answers this) 
 “What’s happening there?” (The latest news and events and Facebook 

sections answers this) 
 “What’s their address?” (The footer answers this) 

Also, with top-down information architecture, I systematically represented the 
site’s content with labels to help users quickly see what’s important, used 

navigation systems and search systems to help users move through the site, 
and grouped pages throughout the site. Finally, I placed the most common 

and popular things college students may want to know and use on the main 
page, for example, if they want to know the latest news, they can quickly look 

at the latest news and events section.  

 

Visual 2 

This is the About section on the new City Tech website I created. Originally, 

City Tech’s About section was hard to navigate through because one must go 

through various links to get to where they want to go. To remedy this, I made 
the most important and common information easily visible. If anyone wanted 

to view other information, they can click “continue reading” or “more info.” To 
make the most important sections visible, I gave them color (About City Tech 

and Mission) The less important information on the other hand, was made 
black and white to be less noticeable.  
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Reflection 

For the final project I decided to improve the design of City Tech’s website 

with Wix’s free website builder. Although Wix provides users with existing 
templates, I created my website from scratch. This did however lead to some 

difficulties. As time went on, I decided to look at other college websites for 
inspiration.  

After carefully looking through various college webpages, I noticed a trend 
among most of them. As a result, I included some of the most common 

features they all had and placed them into the new City Tech website. These 
features include a news and events section, a social media section, and a 

footer with important information. Despite including so many new features to 
the website, I decided to keep what made City Tech unique. For example, I 

kept its color scheme (dark blue, light blue, green), search bar design (but 
reduced the excessive amounts of them), and box design among others.  

Although City Tech did have a footer in their original website, it did not have 

enough information. I decided include a footer with information that may be 

difficult to find in the website. Including the footer makes use of the empty 
space and gives users quick access to what they want to find.  

As for the menu, I reduced and replaced City Tech’s menu terms 

(administrative services, enrollment) with more common and effective terms 
(giving, admission). The new menu now has more options that the common 

student would be interested in. 

Unlike the original City Tech website, these design choices are consistent 

throughout all of its pages, for example, City Techs About section seemed 
different compared to its homepage. Another element that was kept consistent 

is the photo below the menu. The photo remains the same size and is used on 
most pages. It’s used to show the user new information (news, events) or 

display what the page they are currently located is about.   

Overall, I found this project to be fun. I realize that there are some things that 
could be improved, but I think the website is better in both its design and 

usability compared to the original. With my newfound knowledge, I will create 

my own website to host things I created in the past.  

 

 


